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Abstract

Numerical predictions of initiation loading and crack length in a rhombus hole specimen made of a brittle

material under quasi-static compression using either cohesive zone model or coupled criterion based on finite

fracture mechanics are compared. Both methods lead to the conclusion that crack initiation results in a

crack jump over a finite length at a given loading level, which depends on the material parameters and on the

specimen geometry. The initiation load level and crack extent depend on the cohesive zone traction-opening

displacement profile which represents the underlying failure mechanism. The ranges of initiation force and

crack lengths obtained with various traction-opening profiles respectively comprise the initiation force and

lower bound for crack arrest derived from the coupled criterion. For the configuration under investigation,

similar initiation forces and crack arrest lengths as those predicted using the coupled criterion are obtained

using a bilinear cohesive zone model.
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1. Introduction

In a industrial design process, crack nucleation and growth determination based on predictive modeling

tools appears to be a main challenge so as to reduce costly and time consuming experiments. Classical

linear elastic fracture mechanics allows the growth of a pre-existing crack to be studied but fails to predict

crack nucleation. To this aim, approaches based on Finite Fracture Mechanics (FFM) were developed so

as to study finite crack increments [18, 34]. In this context, the abrupt nucleation a crack over a finite

length can be modeled by the so-called Coupled Criterion (CC) initially proposed by Leguillon [20]. This

approach is applicable for crack initiation prediction in various configurations (V-notch [7, 22, 25], interfaces

[27, 28, 30, 38], etc) and bulk materials (composites [9, 10, 17, 31], ceramics [24, 26], etc). An extensive

review of the CC applications was recently proposed by Weißgraeber et al. [41].

Another approach that is usually employed in order to describe material or structure failure is Cohesive

Zone Model (CZM) [2, 4, 13, 39, 40, 43] that consists in defining a traction-opening relationship that mimicks
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mechanically the failure process. CZM describes the relation between the cohesive stress and the displacement

jump between both surfaces. When the traction reaches a critical value, progressive debonding takes place

up to a critical opening corresponding to the local nucleation of a crack. A main difference between CZM

and CC is the definition of a process zone between undamaged and completely failed zones. Nevertheless,

both approaches basically require the same input data, namely the use of (at least) two failure parameters:

a critical traction σc and a critical energy release rate Gc. CC and CZM can be employed in order to model

the same fracture problem, which allows comparing both approaches.

Several authors compared crack initiation prediction using CC and CZM. For instance, Cornetti et al.

[7] predicted similar initiation loading levels for both models in the case of short cracks and V-notch. Both

methods were also employed for modeling fiber/matrix interface cracking in composite materials [15, 37].

Poitou et al. [37] obtained similar initiation strains using either Dugdale model [13] or CC. Garćıa et al.

[15] showed different degrees of agreement between both models, depending on some geometric features such

as the fiber radius size. They also highlighted the fact that CC predicts an abrupt initiation on a finite

length whereas CZM is based on a progressive debonding. However, Henninger et al. [19] demonstrated

that either CC or CZM result in crack initiation being forthwith followed by an unstable crack propagation

that should lead the crack to directly jump to a finite length, but no details were given about this unstable

crack propagation following nucleation. The spontaneity of crack nucleation was also discussed by Martin

et al. [32] in the case of edge debonding. Similar predictions of crack initiation level and load-displacement

curve between CC and CZM were obtained provided that the characteristic fracture length of the material

remained small enough compared to a characteristic length of the studied configuration. Otherwise, noticeable

differences were observed since using CZM led to a large process zone and thus postponed crack initiation

compared to CC. Cornetti et al. [8] recently showed that the loading level predicted by FFM and CZM could

even match in the case of large process zones, which was achieved by introducing weight functions in the

stress condition of the CC. Most of the previously cited works focused on comparing the initiation loading

level obtained using CC or CZM but include few analysis about the initiation crack length.

The objective of the present work is to provide additional insight about the comparison between CC

and CZM approach for crack initiation prediction, especially concerning the spontaneous nature of crack

nucleation, as well as the resulting crack length. The studied configuration is rhombus hole specimens under

compression, which are chosen because they lead to a crack arrest after initiation, followed by a stable crack

propagation. The CC is described in Section 2 and the CZM in Section 3. Numerical considerations for both

methods are discussed in section 4 and the numerical prediction of crack initiation using both methods are

compared in Section 5 .

2. Coupled criterion

2.1. Crack initiation determination

The initiation of a crack under quasi-static loading requires two separate conditions to be simultaneously

fulfilled [20]. The first requirement is a high enough stress state over the whole expected crack surface prior
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to crack nucleation. For an isotropic homogeneous material, this condition consists in comparing the stress

normal to the crack plane to the material strength (Eq. 1)

σnn > σc over the whole expected crack surface. (1)

The second requirement is derived from a balance, between an elastic state before and after crack initiation,

of the potential energy (δWp), the kinetic energy (δWk) and the energy dissipated by crack nucleation (GcS,

Gc being the material toughness and S the newly created crack surface). Under quasi-static initial conditions,

there is a production of kinetic energy (δWk > 0), which leads to the energy condition that compares the

incremental energy release rate, i.e. the ratio between the energy dissipated by the crack opening (which

corresponds to the change in potential energy ∆W (S) = W (0) −W (S) ) and the surface S of the crack, to

the material critical energy release rate Gc (Eq. 2),

Ginc(S) = −∆W (S)

S
=
W (0) −W (S)

S
≥ Gc. (2)

Under the assumption of linear elasticity and small deformation, the stress is proportional to the applied load

P whereas the potential energy of both the damaged and the undamaged material, and hence the incremental

energy release rate, are proportional to the square of applied load (Eq. 3). In practice, only one calculation

is required in order to compute k(S) and hence the stress criterion. Several calculations with varying crack

surface allow A(S) and thus the energy criterion to be computed, σnn(S) = k(S)P = σc

Ginc = A(S)P 2 = Gc
(3)

The crack configuration at damage initiation (i.e. S∗) can be determined by solving Eq. 4, as the configuration

for which both the energy and the stress conditions are satisfied for a minimum imposed loading P ∗ [11, 20],

as
A(S∗)

k(S∗)2
=
Gc

σ2
c

. (4)

2.2. Stability of the crack at initiation

The coupled criterion allows the determination of finite crack nucleation configuration, i.e. a crack

surface S∗ at a prescribed loading P ∗. The growth of the nucleated crack can then be studied considering

the differential energy release rate G = −dW
dS , which can be expressed as a function of the incremental energy

release rate, its derivative and the crack surface (Eq. 5).

G(S) = −dW (S)

dS
=
dGinc(S)

dS
S +Ginc(S) (5)

It is worth noting that since Ginc has already been computed to determine the nucleation configuration, no

extra calculations are needed to compute G which is obtained using Eq. 5. After crack nucleation, several

propagation scenarii may happen depending on the differential energy release rate:

o No propagation : G < Gc,
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o Stable propagation: G = Gc and dG
dS 6 0,

o Unstable propagation: G > Gc or (G = Gc and dG
dS > 0).

In the case of stable propagation, an increase in the loading is required so that the crack can grow, whereas an

unstable crack propagation is achieved without any increase in the loading. At crack initiation, Ginc = Gc,

therefore the stability of the propagation depends on the sign of dGinc(S)
dS , i.e. on the monotony of the

incremental energy release rate. A strictly increasing monotonic variation of Ginc leads to an unstable

propagation of the crack just after initiation which may even trigger the specimen failure [11, 12]. Fig.

1 shows the case of a non monotonic variation of Ginc, i.e. Ginc attains a maximum for a crack surface

Sm [9, 29, 42]. In most cases, crack initiation surface verifies S∗ < Sm (Fig. 1) so that dGinc

dS > 0 and

G > Ginc = Gc, which leads to an unstable propagation of the crack. The crack will propagate at least

up to a surface Smin satisfying G(Smin) = Gc. However, during crack propagation from S∗ to Smin, the

released energy is higher than the energy required for the crack growth (G > Gc). This energy excess may

be consumed for further crack propagation up to a surface Smax verifying Eq. 6. Besides, it can be shown

that Eq. 6 is equivalent to Ginc(Smax) = Gc.∫ Smin

S∗
(G(S) −Gc)dS =

∫ Smax

Smin

(Gc −G(S))dS (6)

In practice, only a part of the energy excess is consumed for further crack propagation while the other part

may be dissipated [42]. Since it is really difficult to quantify the ratio between the energy excess that is

dissipated or used for further crack propagation, the crack surface observed experimentally may be compared

to the lower (Smin verifying G(Smin) = Gc) and upper (Smax verifying Ginc(Smax) = Gc) bound estimates of

the crack arrest surface. A particular case concerns crack initiation surface corresponding to the maximum of

the incremental energy release rate (S∗ = Sm) (Fig. 1), leading to dGinc

dS = 0 and G = Ginc = Gc. Therefore,

S*

1

S
min

S
max

G/Gc

Ginc/Gc

σ/σ
c

Initiation configuration

Excess energy not consumed 
during unstable crack 
propagation

Available energy that can 
possibly be used for further 
crack propagation

Lower bound for crack arrest

Upper bound for crack arrest

Figure 1: Stress to strength, incremental and differential energy release rate to toughness ratios as a function of the crack surface.

Crack initiation (S = S∗) is followed by unstable crack propagation up to an arrest surface comprised between Smin and Smax.
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the crack does not propagate without any increase in the loading, which means that the initiation crack

surface is also an arrest surface (S∗ = Smin = Smax) . In this case, the crack initiation surface predicted with

the CC can directly be compared to that observed experimentally.

3. Cohesive zone model

A cohesive zone model defines a relation between the cohesive traction T and the opening displacement δ

of a process zone. It is usually composed of a first part corresponding to an elastic undamaged behavior, for

which the traction increases up to a critical value σc corresponding to a characteristic opening displacement

δ0. When the traction has reached σc, debonding occurs with a decrease in the cohesive traction until a

critical opening displacement δc for which the traction becomes null, hence corresponding to the nucleation

of a crack locally. The area under the traction-opening profile correspond to the work for separation and

creation of free surfaces, equal to Gc for an elastic material with no dissipation effects. Fig. 2a shows an

example of traction-opening displacement curve in the case of a bilinear cohesive zone model. In addition to

Gc, σc and δc, the traction-opening profile can be different depending on the underlying failure mechanism

[2, 3, 13, 35, 40, 43]. Alfano [3] compared several cohesive models and concluded that the traction-opening

profile can influence the response of the studied configuration, depending on the boundary value problem.

Moreover, Alfano showed that this influence is only noticeable in the vicinity of the maximum applied load

(i.e., at crack initiation in the studied configuration). This conclusion is in agreement with that of Acary and

Monerie [1] who showed that all the cohesive zone models are equivalent for studying stable rectilinear crack

propagation but not for crack initiation and branching. The influence of the traction-opening displacement

profile on crack initiation is studied in Section 4.3 by employing the model of Park et al. [35, 36] which

enables different traction-opening displacement profiles to be obtained by varying a single shape parameter

(for fixed fracture parameters Gc and σc) . For the configuration under investigation in this study, cracking

occurs in mode I. Therefore, mode mixity, which can also be taken into account using CC [5, 16, 32] or

CZM [2, 3, 35], will not be considered in this work. Contrary to the CC presented in Section 2 for which

crack process 
zone

undamaged 
zone

T=0 δ<δ0δ0<δ<δc

T>0

(a) (b)

δcδ0

σ
c

T

δ

Figure 2: (a) Traction-opening displacement curve (example of bilinear model) and (b) schematic representation of the process

zone.
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Figure 3: (a) Geometry of the rhombus hole specimen and (b) mesh of a quarter of specimen.

the definition of a crack is straightforward, the definition of a cohesive zone model introduces the concept of

process zone (cf. Fig. 2b). In the following, the crack length for CZM is defined as the traction-free zone

which does not include the process zone (cf. Fig. 2b). The initiation loading is therefore defined as the

minimum loading for which a crack nucleates (i.e. δ = δc and T = 0 in the CZM).

4. Numerical implementation of CC and CZM

4.1. Finite Element models

The configuration chosen for the comparison of CC and CZM is quasi-static compression of rhombus hole

specimen, whose geometry is depicted in Fig. 3a. A uniaxial compression in the y-direction is generated

by imposing a vertical displacement on the specimen top edge. Under such a loading, a mode I vertical

crack initiates at the rhombus hole upper and lower V-notch due to the lateral expansion. The symmetric

configuration allows to model only one specimen quarter, for which a mesh example is presented in Fig. 3b.

The specimen length and width respecively are l = 60mm and w = 40mm. The mechanical properties chosen

for both CC and CZM computation are E = 1600GPa, ν = 0.37, σc = 80MPa and Gc = 250J/m2, which

are representative of PMMA. All the calculations presented in this work have been performed in 2D using

Abaqus standard v6.13. Since only 2D models are considered in this work, in the following, the crack is

described by its length L rather than its surface S. The initiation crack length (solution of Eq. 4) is noted

L∗, and the crack arrest length Larrest.

4.2. CC implementation

The implementation of the CC for crack initiation prediction in rhombus hole specimens requires both the

stress and the energy conditions described in Section 2 to be computed. This is done by FE calculations on

undamaged and damaged configurations of rhombus hole specimens, whose dimensions are depicted in Fig.
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3a. The stress criterion is computed from a calculation on undamaged specimen meshed with 4 node elements

(Fig. 3b). The energy criterion is obtained by computing the potential energy of both the undamaged and

damaged configuration for several crack lengths, which requires the generation of the corresponding crack

meshes. In 2D, the crack is only defined by one parameter, namely its length L along (Oy)-axis so that 2D

cracked mesh generation is straightforward by doubling the nodes on the presupposed crack path. Once the

stress and the energy conditions have been computed, the method presented in Section 2 is applied in order

to determine the crack initiation and arrest lengths, as well as the force at initiation.

Fig. 4 and Table 1 show the incremental energy release rate and the initiation force and crack arrest

lengths predicted by the CC using different mesh refinement levels along the crack path in the case of a hole

with β=90 deg. angle and s× cos(β2 )=4.95mm half-diagonal. The number of calculations corresponds to the

number of nodes that are successively doubled in order to compute the energy release rate as a function of

the crack length.

maximum mesh size (mm) 2. 1. 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

minimum mesh size (mm) 0.5 ×10−3 0.5 ×10−3 0.5 ×10−3 0.005 0.05 0.1

Degrees of freedom 5457 14160 46182 35424 19446 14160

Number of calculations 102 190 346 234 129 102

Finitiation (N) 8809 8776 8722 8875 9391 9438

Larrest (mm) [0.7, 1.3] [0.7, 1.2] [0.7, 1.3] [0.7, 1.3] [1.1, 2.0] [0.9, 1.7]

Table 1: Crack initiation force and arrest length lower and upper bounds predicted using CC as a function of the minimum

mesh size along the crack path in the case of a rhombus hole with β=90 deg. angle and s× cos(β
2

)=4.95mm half-diagonal.

Figure 4: Incremental energy release rate as a function of the crack length obtained for different mesh refinement levels (The

size indicated in the legend is the minimum mesh size).
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It is clear that a too coarse mesh does not allow correctly capturing the incremental energy release

rate maximum (e.g. for a 0.5mm minimum mesh size). It can however be noted that the part of the curve

corresponding to crack lengths larger than 1mm is well captured whatever the mesh size. Another paramount

feature concerns the prediction of the initiation crack length L∗ (solution of Eq. 4), which adds a second level

of mesh refinement. Indeed, it can be shown either analytically [31] or numerically [33] that the initiation

length is a fraction of the material characteristic length Lmat = EGc

σ2
c

. Therefore, a fine enough mesh size is

required to catch this length when solving Eq. 4. The material under investigation exhibits a characteristic

length around 60 µm, hence leading to initiation lengths as small as 20 µm. A too large minimum mesh size

leads to an erroneous estimate of the crack initiation force and arrest lengths (Table 1). Since the mesh size

must not be as small to capture the post-maximum part of the curve as it must be to catch the initiation

length, it is possible to unrefine progressively the mesh along the crack path, which makes the computation

of the CC faster. Indeed, it allows decreasing both the number of degrees of freedom and the number of

calculations to solve the CC. For instance, using a mesh including a 0.5 × 10−3mm minimum size, similar

predicted initiation forces and crack arrest lengths are obtained imposing maximum mesh sizes varying from

0.5mm to 2mm. However, increasing the maximum mesh size from 0.5mm to 2mm allows reducing both the

number of calculations needed to solve the CC and the number of degrees of freedom in each calculations

(cf. Table 1). In the following, all the calculations for the CC solution have been performed using a 0.5µm

minimum mesh size as well as a progressive mesh unrefinement along the crack path to a 2mm maximum

mesh size, so that around 100 linear elastic calculations are needed to solve the CC.

Fig. 5 shows the crack length as a function of the force predicted using the CC for a hole with β = 90deg.

angle and s × cosβ2 = 4.95mm half-diagonal. The crack arrest lengths obtained taking into account or not

the energy excess available for further propagation of the nucleated crack respectively correspond to the

crack arrest upper and lower bounds. Crack propagation (i.e. the variation of L as a function of F after

initiation) has been computed using the same incremental algorithm as proposed by Doitrand et al. [10] to

study crack propagation in woven composites. At crack initiation, if the energy surplus available for further

crack propagation is not used (cf. Fig. 1), the crack reaches its arrest length (i.e the lower bound predicted

by the CC) so that G = Gc and dG
dL ≤ 0, corresponding to a stable crack propagation. However, if further

crack propagation is allowed by taking into account the energy surplus, the crack arrest length (i.e. the

upper bound predicted by the CC) corresponds to a configuration for which G < Gc. Therefore, a sufficient

increase in the loading is necessary for the crack to propagate again (i.e. so that G = Gc). Since except just

after initiation (in the case the energy excess is taken into account), no unstable crack propagation phase

is observed, similar variations of the crack length as a function of force is obtained whether the external

dissipation is taken into account or not [10].

4.3. CZM implementation

Contrary to the CC approach, which requires several linear elastic calculations to be computed, only

one non-linear calculation is needed in the case of CZM. The use of CZM requires sufficiently fine mesh

discretization so as to accurately represent the process zone ahead of the crack. The order of magnitude of
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No external dissipation
Crack arrest upper bound

Crack arrest lower bound
External dissipation

Figure 5: Crack length as a function of force obtained employing the CC in the case of a hole with β=90 deg. angle and

s × cos(β
2

)=4.95mm half-diagonal. The initiation crack arrest upper and lower bounds are obtained if the energy surplus at

initiation is used (no external dissipation) or not (external dissipation) for further crack propagation.

the process zone length is generally a fraction of the material characteristic length Lmat [1, 4, 13, 32, 39]. In

the present case, the process zone length is 50 µm, therefore a minimum mesh size of 5µm has been imposed

along the crack path so that the process zone contains around 10 elements. The other numerical details of the

computations are given in the rest of this section. Fig. 6 shows the crack length as a function of force obtained

in the case of a bilinear CZM. The elastic slope of the CZM, whose influence is studied in the following, is

set to KCZM = 108MPa/mm. Similarly to the CC approach, a crack jump at initiation is obtained. Indeed,

just after nucleation, the crack propagates in an unstable manner and directly reaches a length of 0.6mm in

a really short period (corresponding to an imposed displacement increment lower than 10−5mm). This result

supports one of the main assumptions made when using the CC, namely the spontaneous crack initiation

over a given length. The initiation configuration is described by the force level together with the crack arrest

length after the jump. These quantities will be compared to the CC results in next section.

The softening behavior of the CZM may lead to convergence issue in quasi-static numerical simulations

[1, 6, 14]. In particular, this is observed in the case of unstable crack propagation, for which solution jumps

occur. Several methods exist in order to overcome this problem such as introducing a fictitious viscous

regularization [6, 14]. An other way consists in performing dynamic rather than quasi-static numerical

simulations [1], which naturally introduces a relaxation that allows avoiding convergence issues. Such a

choice can be justified by the fact that an unstable crack propagation is itself a dynamic process, even

under quasi-static loading. All the computations involving CZM have been performed via dynamic numerical

simulations, using the PMMA density ρ = 1.18 × 10−3g/mm3.

Since we assume a quasi-static loading state in the CC solution (even if crack initiation is considered as a

spontaneous and dynamic phenomenon), it is paramount to study the influence of the imposed displacement
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Figure 6: Crack length as a function of force obtained with bilinear CZM in the case of a hole with β=90 deg. angle and

s× cos(β
2

)=4.95mm half-diagonal.

rate on crack initiation in CZM simulation in order to provide a consistent comparison between both methods.

In order to check the overall quasi-static state, several calculations with varying imposed displacement rate

have been performed. The initiation force and crack arrest length variations as a function of the imposed

displacement rate are shown in Fig. 7. The displacement increment during which the crack jump occurs are

summarized in Table 2. The initiation force and the crack arrest length decrease with decreasing displacement

rate and reaches a plateau for displacement rates lower than 1mm/s, corresponding to an overall quasi-

static state. The displacement increment corresponding to crack initiation also decreases with decreasing

displacement rate. Therefore, whatever the applied displacement rate, the crack jump occurs within a

time increment of 5+1×10−5 s. In the following, a 1×10−1mm/s displacement rate has been imposed in

simulations involving CZM so that the predicted initiation force and crack arrest length do not depend on

the displacement rate.

In CZM models, the elastic part of the traction-opening displacement curve (i.e for T < σc and δ < δ0)

introduces an artificial cohesive element stiffness KCZM = σc

δ0
. However, the purpose of the cohesive zone

elements is to simulate fracture which means that the stiffness of the cohesive element must be high enough

so that it does not affect the overall rigidity of the model [39]. Fig. 8 shows the initiation force and crack

arrest length obtained varying the CZM stiffness from 105MPa/mm to 1010MPa/mm. Too small values of the

CZM stiffness delay crack initiation and lead to a slight underestimate of the crack arrest length. However,

Displacement rate (mm/s) 1×10−2 1×10−1 1 10 100 1000

Crack jump displacement increment (mm) 4×10−7 5×10−6 6×10−5 4×10−4 5×10−3 5×10−2

Table 2: Displacement and time increment during which occurs the initiation crack jump for several imposed displacement rates.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7: (a) Initiation force and (b) crack arrest length as a function of the imposed displacement rate in the case of a hole

with β=90 deg. angle and s× cos(β
2

)=4.95mm half-diagonal using a bilinear CZM model.

similar initiation forces and crack arrest lengths are obtained using a stiffness larger than 107MPa/mm. In

the following, all the calculations have been performed using a CZM stiffness KCZM = 1 × 108MPa/mm.

It can be noted that increasing the CZM stiffness also increases the number of iterations and decreases the

minimum required time increment (cf. Table 3), as already observed by Turon et al. [39]

Previous analyses concern a bilinear CZM, corresponding to a linear softening part of the traction-opening

displacement curve. However, for given fracture parameters Gc and σc, it is possible to vary the CZM profile,

which may influence crack initiation [1, 3]. Park et al. [35, 36] proposed a model that is able to represent

numerous CZM profiles by varying a single parameter α. A Dugdale-like model is obtained when α tends

towards 1 (α must be strictly larger than 1 for numerical reasons). If α = 2, a bilinear model is obtained and

α > 2 leads to trilinear-like models. Graphical representations of the traction-opening displacement curve

obtained for α=1.01, 2 and 5 are shown in Fig. 9a. Whatever the CZM profile, the elastic slope for opening

displacement lower than the characteristic opening displacement δ0 is also set to KCZM = 1 × 108MPa/mm

so that the overall rigidity of the model is not altered. Keeping the values of KCZM , Gc and σc constant, the

only parameter varying when changing the CZM profile is the critical opening displacement δc, whose value

is given as a function of the shape parameter α in Table 4.

Fig. 9 shows the force and the initiation crack arrest length obtained for different CZM profiles as

KCZM 1×105 1×106 1×107 1×108 1×109 1×1010

Number of iterations 155 180 187 206 219 328

Minimum time increment (s) 1.2×10−7 1.0×10−7 1.4×10−8 1.5×10−9 4.1×10−10 2.4×10−10

Table 3: Critical opening displacement of the cohesive zone as a function of the shape parameter α.
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α 1.01 1.2 2 3.5 5

δc (mm) 0.003 0.004 0.006 0.01 0.015

Table 4: Critical opening displacement of the cohesive zone as a function of the shape parameter α.

a function of the shape parameter. Both crack initiation force and arrest length increases as the CZM

profile tends to a Dugdale-like profile. This might be explained by the fact that when the critical opening

displacement decreases (i.e. when α decreases), the length on which the material strength σc has to be

attained before failure increases (in order to keep a constant fracture energy), which required a larger imposed

loading and thus leads to a larger crack arrest length.

5. Comparison between CC and CZM

5.1. Crack initiation prediction

The initiation forces and crack arrest lengths predicted using CC and CZM are compared in this section

for several rhombus hole specimen configuration. The hole angle β varies from 70 deg . to 110 deg . while

its half diagonal s × cosβ2 is kept constant. Fig. 10 depicts the initiation force (Fig. 10a) and crack arrest

lengths (Fig. 10b) obtained using CC or CZM with various profiles as a function of the hole angle β. The

initiation force decreases with increasing angles. This trends is predicted using both CC or CZM with different

profiles. The initiation force predicted using the CC is comprised between the initiation force obtained with

a Dugdale-like (α = 1.01) or a trilinear-like CZM (α = 5). The differences between the bilinear model and

CC initiation force predictions are around 3%. The crack arrest lengths increase with increasing hole angle.

This trend is, once again, predicted using both CZM or CC. The difference between the upper and lower

(a) (b)

Figure 8: (a) Initiation force and (b) crack arrest length as a function of the bilinear CZM stiffness in the case of a hole with

β=90 deg. angle and s× cos(β
2

)=4.95mm half-diagonal.
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δ
T

α=1.01

α=2

α=5

Figure 9: Initiation (a) force and (b) crack length as a function of the shape parameter α of the CZM.

bounds for crack arrest length increases with increasing hole angle, as well as the range between the crack

arrest lengths predicted using different CZM profiles. The range of crack arrest length obtained with different

CZM profiles comprises the crack arrest lower bound predicted by the CC, and bilinear CZM results in crack

arrest length in the same order of magnitude as the lower bound predicted by the CC.

(a) (b)

Figure 10: Initiation (a) force and (b) crack arrest length obtained using CC or CZM with different profiles as a function of

rhombus hole angle β for a rhombus half diagonal s× cos(β
2

) = 4.95mm.
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5.2. Discussion

Previous works about the comparison between CC and CZM for crack initiation prediction were mainly

focused about confronting the initiation loading predicted by both methods [7, 15, 19, 32, 37]. In all of these

studies, only one CZM was employed so that varying the CZM profile was not accounted for. In the present

study, we highlight that the choice of the CZM has a non-negligible influence on the predicted initiation force.

For instance, differences up to 15% (cf. Fig. 10a) are obtained between the initiation force predicted using

a Dudgale-like or trilinear-like CZM.

An important aspect that can also be compared is the computational cost of both approaches. As regards

CC, following the mesh analysis presented in section 4.2, the whole CC analysis (generation of the model,

calculations and post-treatment) requires around 15 min to be completed. Since a sufficiently refined mesh

is required over the whole crack path when using CZM (cf. section 4.3), meshes with around 500000 degrees

of freedom are obtained, corresponding to calculations duration longer than 10H. Such a refinement along

the crack path is required if the crack arrest length is not known, since large crack arrest lengths (e.g., for

β = 110deg.) can be obtained. The calculation time can be reduced to around 1H in the case of smaller

crack arrest lengths (e.g., for β = 70deg.) by unrefining the mesh along the crack path at a certain distance

of the crack arrest length and only considering the initiation phase, which is only possible if the crack arrest

length is known a priori.

One of the main advantages of the CC compared to CZM is that the toughness and strength values are

only implemented during the post-processing step. Therefore, provided that the mesh size is small enough

to correctly represent Ginc and capture the initiation length L∗ (cf. section 4.2), the FE calculations with

different crack lengths can be computed once to obtain initiation force and crack arrest length for different

values of Gc and σc. This is particularly convenient in the case where these fracture parameters are unknown

and have to be determined by inverse confrontation to experimental results [11, 12]. This is not the case

employing CZM, which requires several calculations with varying Gc and σc to be computed. Conversely,

in the case where several crack configurations have to be studied for given fracture parameters, the number

of calculations to perform in order to solve the CC exponentially increases with the number of parameters

describing the crack [9]. In this case, the CZM can be a powerfull approach since it allows taking into account,

for instance, different crack paths in a single computation, obviously leading to more costly computations

due to an increase in the number of dof and more restrictive convergence conditions.

6. Conclusion

Crack nucleation in rhombus hole specimens under compression modeled using either CZM or CC leads

to the conclusion that at initiation, there is a crack jump to a given length at a certain loading. Even under

overall quasi-static loading conditions, the crack jump is a dynamic and instantaneous phenomenon. The CC

allows determining the initiation loading as well as a lower and upper bounds for crack arrest by considering

the unstable crack propagation just after initiation, taking into account or not the energy surplus for further
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crack propagation. The initiation loading and the crack arrest length can also be determined using CZM.

For fixed fracture parameters Gc and σc, both quantities depends on the CZM profile.

CC and CZM predict similar trends of the initiation force and crack arrest length as a function of the

rhombus hole angle. With increasing hole angle, the initiation force decreases whereas the crack arrest length

increases. For various geometrical configurations, the initiation force predicted using the CC lies within the

range of those obtained with different CZM profiles. Similarly, the range of crack arrest lengths obtained

with different CZM profiles comprises the crack arrest length lower bound obtained with the CC. For the

configurations under investigation, similar results are obtained with the CC and bilinear CZM. Confronting

CZM and CC appears to be a way to identify the CZM profile for given material parameters.

CZM requires a sufficiently refined mesh over the whole crack path in order to correctly account for the

process zone ahead of the crack tip. For CC computation, the mesh must be sufficiently fine to catch the

initiation length and correctly describe the incremental energy release rate but it is possible to unrefine it

along the crack path to decrease both the number of calculations and the number of degrees of freedom in

each calculations (and thus to save computational time). In both cases, the minimum mesh size can be related

to the material characteristic length EGc

σ2
c

. In the present study, the CC appears to be more computationally

efficient that CZM. A main advantage of CC approach compared to CZM is that all the calculations can be

done without assuming any values of Gc and σc (except in order to ensure a sufficiently fine minimum mesh

size), that are only implemented while in the calculation post-treatment. Therefore, this approach can be

really convenient in order to determine unknown fracture parameters by inverse confrontation to experimental

results [11, 12, 23]. On the contrary, if many possible crack configurations have to be studied, the number of

calculations rapidly increases using CC, therefore CZM might be preferred in this case.

The present analysis exclusively concerns the comparison of two numerical methods. Future work will

cover an experimental analysis of crack initiation in rhombus hole specimens so as to evaluate the validity of

the models, especially regarding the predicted spontaneous crack initiation.
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